
 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLE INTERVIEW 

 

The title La Bella Mafia is indeed provocative, so one must wonder if it is strictly about crime and the Mafia.  

Bella, you recently appeared on the Vegas Unwrapped radio show and hosts Ricky Cash and Aaron Phillips said 
the response was overwhelming. What was the message you wanted to transmit to the listening audience? 

My agenda is to offer hope and inspiration to those who are abused. Many are silent about their dilemma 

because of fear or because they have drifted into the syndrome of protecting the abuser. I know that feeling all 

too well. I had endured so much from the time I was only 4 years old, I was beyond feeling anything. Because I 

believe in angels, years later I had a crying angel tattooed on my back so it could cry for me when I couldn’t cry 

for myself. 

How difficult was it for you to deal with memories you had smashed down into your subconscious while writing 

this book? so much 

Reliving my life to write this book was a very painful experience, and often resulted in rivers of tears. 

Sometimes, memories resulted in physical symptoms. My true story is one of being the abused child of a power 

broker with organized crime connections. My brother was abused by my father and he, in turn, abused me. Later 

my father abused me, too, with beatings that resulted in severe PTSD, traumatic brain injury and a broken back 

among other things. I had to shut off my emotions at a young age in order to survive. 

You have had quite an amazing life after being shuffled from foster home to foster home and ultimately given back 
to your father by the court. What were some of the things you’ve done as an adult? 

I became a powerful force managing after-hours clubs on Hollywood’s famed Sunset Strip. I was the only 

woman in the male-dominated club world with that kind of power. A world filled with music, dancing, drugs 

and guns. Then as strange as it might seem, I became a female white boss in the Crips. About the time I went 

into hiding after being stalked by my ex-husband and his mob buddies who issued regular death threats, I co-

founded La Bella Mafia with Bella Czech. It is an online organization on Facebook, dedicated to helping abused 

women (and some men) and has gone from being a Facebook page to an actual movement. We receive requests 

for help from all over the world. I call it a Mafia of love. You will find lots of information about these phases of 

my life by reading the book. 

You lived in fear for a long time. What made you decide to come out of hiding to write the book? 

My ultimate goal in writing the book was to have a platform to reach those who don’t even know there are 

others going through various degrees of what they themselves are experiencing.  

It was never about the money or fame most people expect to make from writing a book like this. If that was the 

reason, I wouldn’t have put myself through the Hell of reaching down to release suppressed memories of what I 

had called my life for so many years. It was always about writing a frank, unvarnished account that would 

ultimately help others. That was also the whole reason behind co-founding La Bella Mafia eight years ago. 

So, are you saying many abuse victims actually believe they are alone? 

Well, you never think about the fact that so many victims of abuse do not know they aren’t alone. They might 

know about shelters, and one certainly hopes they do, but they don’t know about the counseling and support 

offered by others like me who have walked in their shoes. Although I earned my advocate’s degree for 
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counseling those with PTSD, there is a big difference between learning about it in books and classes and studies 

about what helps to heal PTSD victims. I learned by the hard knocks in life that might include physical and 

mental abuse.  

You have had some early readers. In other words those who have given you blurbs for the book before publication 
and even before it was offered to reviewers. What was the general reaction? 

First readers of the manuscript, like radio host Ricky Cash, have said they could not put it down from the first 

page to the last, and have become avid supporters of our La Bella Mafia “movement.” Ricky and Aaron have 

offered to use their show to promote the platform of this book to help those who suffer in silence. I believe that 

will happen over and over as I make more appearances. 

What amazed me was that a few of the readers, after finishing my book, shared secret information with me—
they had also been abused but either never told anyone or were not able to do so until they were adults. They 

have joined La Bella Mafia to support others and receive support themselves. They had no idea anything like 

this existed. 

Where can people find out more about the book and organization? 

You can follow posts on the new La Bella Mafia Book blog, http://labellamafiabook.wordpress.com . During 

the past several years through the support of La Bella Mafia, many women have been rescued from abusive 

situations, threats to their lives, and helped during kidnapping episodes. Our work is serious business, though. 

Visitors are invited to leave comments, but no advertisements or spam, please. 

When will the book be available for purchase? 

Presale begins on August 15, 2013 and continues up to the October 15 release date. It can be purchased from 

Amazon or directly from the publisher, Houdini Publishing. All copies ordered from Houdini will be fully 

autographed by myself and my co-authors, Dennis Griffin and Morgan St. James. Credit cards will not be 

charged until the books are shipped in October. 
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